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The intense pan-Indian activism of the 1960s-70s, most notably the work of the
American Indian Movement (AIM), represents a crucial stage in the political development of Native America in this century. Yet it has received only minimal investigation by scholars. One reason for this is the uncertainty of some historians over when material ceases to be “current events” and evolves into a specimen inhabiting their domain. Consequently, Paul Chaat Smith and Paul Allen Warrior have broken new ground with their book, perhaps in part because neither is a historian and neither obsesses over such artificial pigeonholing. Warrior teaches English at Stanford University; Smith’s background is in law, art, and politics.

Their work is a survey of what are arguably the movement’s three most dramatic episodes: the takeover of Alcatraz Island in 1969; The Trail of Broken Treaties and subsequent occupation of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Building in Washington, D.C., in 1972; and the siege of Wounded Knee in 1973. In choosing such highly publicized events, the authors have assured themselves access to a plethora of sources, and they have done a commendable job in covering them. Most of the major primary sources, including published memoirs and various media coverage, are all well-mined and supplemented with over sixty interviews with participants in the events. Due attention is paid to Native sources.

Avoiding the potential pitfall of producing three separate stories, the authors weave their analyses across the breadth of their subject’s chronology, creating smooth transitions by tracing common themes and connections among the three episodes. What results is a book not only well researched but eminently readable. Most significantly, Smith and Warrior have introduced acute and intelligent interpretations to the historiography of a subject which has yet to receive much scholarly attention. They filter their analyses through a sympathetic understanding of the activists’ goals, while avoiding the temptation to blame shortcomings and failures purely on external forces. Like a Hurricane offers readers a clear chronology and exposition of some of the era’s major events.
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